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ONLINE TALKS - CULTURE(S) GROUNDWORKS
It has been clear that many organizations and people, in Portugal and internationally,
have (re) stated the importance of Culture (s) for the sustainable development of our
societies. While we keep on repeating the urgency of thinking new structural solutions,
it has been more or less evident that we linger on effectively designing such strategies,
which should promote and liaise with different artistic practices and sectors, breaking
with single patterns, and aiming at larger, viable and more inclusive visions.
Living through a dark period in History, we are witnessing the deterioration of already
precarious situations among cultural organizations and arts professionals. Today,
cultural venues are closed, activities are cancelled, lives are postponed and audience
engagement is put on hold. Immediate solutions have, once again, taken, first, the form
of crucial emergency subsidies so to mitigate the catastrophic effects of the industry's
shutdown - however, they prove to be less efficient in the medium, long run.
Nevertheless, we believe that by benefiting from our ability to foster trustworthy
connections, it will be possible to gather many contributions for a wider debate. We will
get to know other contexts and various sensibilities, openly accepting intrinsic tensions
and diverging visions, and together, we will look for more comprehensive and more
harmonious solutions so to construct even stronger bases for the Culture (s) of our
society.
As a result, we wish to organize a series of online talks lasting for three days, with a panel
of national and international guest speakers, reflecting upon one theme per day. As a
follow-up, there will be three written documents – written down by another panel –
which will account for the diversity of inputs. Parallelly, the documents will put forward
proposals and guidelines that may m drive the establishment of public policy and the
implementation of sustainable practices. The talks will take place from 2 to 4 March,
from 2 pm to 7 pm (GMT time).
On day #1, March 2, we will look at the real value assigned to Culture (s) in our societies.
Taking into consideration Culture as an essential good, how is it conceived, managed
and communicated by the many actors, and on different scales - locally, nationally,
internationally? How do such efforts intersect (or should intersect) with other sectors
(economic, social and environmental)?
On day #2, March 3, we will look deeper into cultural venues, networks and audiences.
The main discussion will focus on the new relationships and the brand-new, more
malleable concepts of territoriality, surrounded by the explosion of digital platforms,
and how organizations and artists adapt and dialogue with such transformations. By
sharing experiences and best practices in the private and public sectors, we will shed
light on programming and networks, we will discuss policies for an adequate urban
development tailored to today's realities, developing further on communication,

mediation and awareness-raising projects pointing at the establishment of sustainable
creative cultures.
On day #3, March 4, the main theme will revolve around the issue of investment in
culture and the arts and on the link between precarity in the cultural and artistic
profession. We will analyze many funding models and different work relationships in the
industry, looking at instruments of social protection found in Portugal and elsewhere.
At a time, when the discussion of funding models is, once again, alive and well, alongside
a discussion on the establishment of a framework on working conditions for culture
workers.
//

Speakers
1st session – March 2 – The Value of Culture(s)
The role of Culture(s) in societies and the way its importance is
communicated and perceived.
Today’s session is organized in partnership with Centre for Theatre Studies of the School
of Arts and Humanities of the University of Lisbon, that will be rapporteur of the
document

Moderation:
Bruno Schiappa | Artistic Studies Ph.D. from the
University of Lisbon, with a major in Theatre
Studies, Bruno Schiappa is an Integrated
Researcher at the Centre for Theatre Studies of the
School of Arts and Humanities of the University of
Lisbon (CET), actor, director, and author. In
addition to gathering more than 50 theatre texts
and some published books, Bruno Schiappa is
currently developing postdoctoral research at the CET, on the manifestations of
sexuality in theatrical performance. His theatrical projects, as well as his investigations,
focus on the roles of theatre and the spectator in the establishment (or disruption) of
conventions.
Rapporteur:
Marta Rosa | Degree in Literature, a Master's and a PhD in
Theatre Studies from the Faculty of Arts of the University of
Lisbon. Since 2001 she has been a researcher at the Center for
Theatre Studies at the Faculty of Letters of Lisbon, conducting
research on Portuguese theatre in the 1960s, specifically Luís
de Sttau Monteiro, radio theatre and, more recently, centered
on the second half of the century. XVIII, with special focus on
editing manuscript works and research on the theatrical
activity of the businessman and author António José de Paula.
In 2021, she will start investigating the role and presence of
18th century women in Portuguese theater, within the scope
of the project The feminine paradox in the Portuguese eighteenth century theater,
inserted in the Stimulus for Scientific Employment.

Speakers:
Anabela Mendes | Germanist and professor at the
School of Arts and Humanities of the University of
Lisbon became an independent researcher in 2019.
Anabela Mendes develops her scientific and essayistic
activity in the fields of Germanistics, Aesthetics and
Philosophy of Art, Science and Art, Radio Theory and
Dramaturgy, Performing Arts and Long-Distance
Travel. As a literary translator since 1972, has
dedicated her work to the works of Arthur Schnitzler, Bertolt Brecht, Daniil Charms,
Elfriede Jelinek, Frank Wedekind, Heiner Müller, among others. As a playwright,
assistant director, and director, Anabela Mendes has been working closely with several
professional and collegiate theatre groups in the creation of artistic projects in Lisbon,
Oporto, Berlin, Panaji (India), and the Azores. She is currently carrying out a project, with
other researchers, dedicated to the study of the arts in the Bissagos Islands (GuineaBissau), entitled Bijagós: An ethnic group of homeostatic living.
Basílio Horta | Law degree and Associate Professor at the
Higher Institute of Political Social Sciences. He held the
positions of Constituent Deputy, Minister of Commerce and
Tourism, Minister of State, Minister of Agriculture, Trade and
Fisheries, Councilor of State, Ambassador to the OECD and
President of the Board of Directors of AICEP, Vice President
of the PS Parliamentary Group and Coordinator of the
Economics area. He was president of the Lisbon Metropolitan
Area Council between 2015 and 2017. He has several foreign
distinctions and the Grand Cross of the Order of Infante D.
Henrique.
Carlos La Rosa | Bachelor of Performing Arts and Master of
Cultural Studies from the Pontificia Universidad Católica
del Perú, with experience in cultural management,
university teaching, academic research and stage direction.
He currently works as an Art Director at the Ministry of
Culture of Peru, where they are developing cultural
policies, economic incentives, and other actions to strengthen the arts at the national
level. This office is in charge of coordinating the IBERESCENA, IBERMÚSICAS and
IBERCULTURA VIVA programs, in Peru. Carlos La Rosa is president of IBERESCENA.

Deolinda de Vilhena | Journalist, theatrical producer,
researcher, and university professor, Deolinda de Vilhena
has a master’s in Arts from the School of Communications
and Arts of the University of São Paulo (2001), and a
master’s (2002) and Ph.D. (2007) in Theatre and
Performing Arts from the University of Sorbonne Nouvelle,
with a thesis on Théâtre du Soleil's production model.
Deolinda de Vilhena completed her postdoctoral at the
University of São Paulo (2008-2010) and University of Paris
Ouest Nanterre La Défense (2017). Member of the
program Courants du Monde from the Paris-Dauphine University (2010) and a
permanent professor of the Graduate Program in Performing Arts (PPGAC) at the
Federal University of Bahia (UFBA). Since 2011, became a professor at the Department
of Performing Techniques of the School of Theatre of UFBA, where she assumed the
following positions: coordinator of PPGAC-UFBA, school's vice-director and Head of the
Department of Performing Techniques. Researcher in the areas of production,
administration and theatre management, festivals, and formation and qualification of
cultural and artistic education experts.
Françoise Benhamou | Economist and Professor at
Sorbonne University, Nord University, and Sciences Po
University. Currently, a member of the Cercle des
économistes, Françoise Benhamou has held several
positions as Vice President of the ARTE Advisory
Committee, member of the Council of Voluntary Sales,
ALCA Board of Directors, Superior Audiovisual Council
Advisory Board, National Library of France Scientific
Council, Scientific Council of the DEMOS project
(Philharmonie de Paris) and the Orientation Council of France Muséums
Développement; former member of ARCEP, from 2011 to 2017, and Louvre Museum’s
Board of Directors. Author of various books and articles on the economy of culture,
media, and digital technology.
François Colbert | One of the greatest scholars of artistic
marketing, published around 200 works and is one of the
most-cited authors. Marketing and honorary Professor at
Carmelle and Rémi Marcoux Chair in Arts Management at
HEC Montréal, François Colbert also founded the master’s
degree in Management of Cultural Organizations (in french)
in this university, in 1988. Currently, he is the coordinator of the master's degree in
Management in International Arts Management (HEC, SMU, and Bocconi universities),
and Head of the Department of Marketing and Management of Arts and Cultural
Industries in the Ph.D. program. Colbert is also the founding editor and editor-in-chief
of the International Journal of Arts Management, published by the Chair in Arts
Management. Member of City, Culture and Society (an Elsevier’s journal) Editorial Board
and one of UNESCO's Cultural Management professors, from 2012 to 2018.

Graça Fonseca | PhD in Sociology from ISCTE – University
Institute of Lisbon, with a Masters in Sociology from the
Faculty of Economics of the University of Coimbra and a law
degree from the Faculty of Law of the University of Lisbon.
She was a researcher at the Center for Social Studies at the
Faculty of Economics of the University of Coimbra, between
1996 and 2000. She was a City Councilor in Lisbon with the
areas of Economics, Innovation, Education and
Administrative Reform, between 2009 and 2015. She served
as head the office of the Minister of State and Internal Administration and the Secretary
of State for Justice in the 17th Constitutional Government (2005-2008). She was
Assistant Director of the Legislative Policy and Planning Office of the Ministry of Justice
between 2000 and 2002. She was Assistant Secretary of State and Administrative
Modernization in the XXI Constitutional Government until October 2017, and she has
been Minister of Culture.
Michel Simonot | Writer, director, cultural sociologist, and
former Professor of Cultural Sociology at the University of
Rouen and other French and Spanish universities. Michel
Simonot’s latest work on cultural policy is entitled The
Return of Language of Culture (Excès, 2017). His book Delta
Charlie Delta was a finalist in the Dramatic Literature Grand
Award in 2018, received the Collidram Prize in 2017, and
was selected by several reading committees (including TNS,
La Comédie Française, etc.). It is translated into English,
German, and Spanish. Michel was managing/editor of Centre Dramatique National
Théâtre Gérard Philipe in Saint-Denis, under the direction of Alain Ollivier. He was also
assistant to the fiction director at France Culture. Currently, co-directs the Bruits Blancs
festival with composer Franck Vigroux. He is part of the Petrol group, with the writers
Lancelot Hamelin, Sylvain Levey, and Philippe Malone.
Paula Garcia | Coordinator of the mission team for Évora’s
candidacy for the European Capital of Culture in 2027, Paula
Mota Garcia has made a professional journey, especially in
the area of cultural programming as a strategy for the
development of territories and audiences. She has
coordinated several artistic intervention projects in specific
communities and worked with other programmers, namely,
in the creation / consolidation of programming networks, at
the regional and national level having been directly involved in the creation of
PERFORMART - _Association for the Performing Arts in Portugal (October 2016). Until
March 2020, she was executive director and programmer at Teatro Viriato (Viseu,
Portugal), an institution with which she collaborated since 1999, having received in
September 2019 at the hands of His Excellency the President of the Republic, Marcelo
Rebelo de Sousa, the title of Honorary Member of the Order of Merit, attributed to CAEV
/ Teatro Viriato, regarding its 20 years of activity.

Xavier Greffe | Prestigious professor of Economics at the
Panthéon-Sorbonne University and the National Graduate
Institute for Policy Studies in Tokyo. Xavier Greffe is the
president of Patrimoine sans frontières, a French nongovernmental organization. His last published books are:
From Culture to Creativity and the Creative Economy (São
Paulo, 2015); The Artist-Enterprise in the Digital Age
(Springer, 2016); Arts et Argent (Economica, 2017); Poétique du patrimoine: entre
Narcisse et Ulysse, (Editions Honoré Champion, 2021).

Session organization [GMT time]
March 2

2pm - Pedro Alves (Organization of the TALKS) - Reception of participants and
declaration of intent
2.10 pm - 3 pm - Communications by Graça Fonseca (Minister of Culture), Basílio Horta
(Mayor of Sintra), Carlos La Rosa (President of Iberscena and Director of Arts in Peru),
François Colbert (Professor in Arts Marketing and Culture) and Xavier Greffe (Professor
of Economics of the Arts), moderated by Bruno Schiappa (Researcher at the Center for
Theater Studies at the Faculty of Arts, University of Lisbon - CET FLUL)
3 pm - 4.30 pm - Debate between all speakers and Q&A with contributions from the
public.
4.30 pm - 5.30 pm - Communications by Deolinda de Vilhena (Professor and Researcher
in Theatrical Production), Françoise Benhamou (Professor, Writer and Economist,
specialist in Economy of Culture), Anabela Mendes (Professor and Theatre Researcher),
Michel Simonot (Writer, Director and Sociologist), Paula Garcia (Cultural Manager,
Programmer and Coordinator of the Mission Team of the Évora candidacy for the
European Capital of Culture 2027), moderated by Bruno Schiappa (CET FLUL)
5.30 pm - 7 pm - Debate between all speakers and Q&A with contributions from the
public
The rapporteur of the document will be Marta Rosa (Researcher at CET FLUL).

2nd session – March 3 – Cultural venues, networks and
audiences
The management of cultural spaces, the creation of programming networks,
and the mediation of audiences.
Today’s session is organized in partnership with Center for Interdisciplinary
Studies of the 20th Century (Ceis20), that will be rapporteur of the document
Moderation and rapporteur:
Fernando Matos Oliveira | Associate Professor at the Faculty
of Arts, University of Coimbra. He coordinates the PhD in
Artistic Studies and is director of the Academic Theater of Gil
Vicente. He has published essays on theatre, performance
and literature. Integrated member of the Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies (CEIS20).
Speakers:
Alberto García | Graduated in Stage Management from the
National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM), with a
master’s in Arts Practice and Visual Culture from the University
of Castilla-La Mancha and the Museo Reina Sofía. Alberto García
is an actor, dancer (trained in Graham Technique),
choreographer, and Mexican director, based in Madrid. In 1997,
founded the El Curro DT, a dance theatre company (where he
develops his creative and teaching work) and in 2001, the DT Espacio Escénico. With
great experience as a trade union representative of entertainment professionals and
cultural policy consultant, he held numerous positions of specified nature and has
developed collaborative management projects through liaison, mediation, and group
dynamization. Currently, assumes the positions of Co-Director of the Surge Madrid
Muestra de Creación Escénica and Artistic Director of the Pradillo Theater, since 2017.
Dipti Rao | Consultant based in Bengaluru, India, which aims to
work with as many creative disciplines as possible. From festival
production to stage management, curation, and programming,
Dipti Rao continues to explore the many facets of arts
management. Interested in the impact of the arts, the stories
that data can tell us, and in anything that helps in bringing
different cultures together. She was part of work teams at OML
Entertainment, British Council in Mumbai, and The Courtyard
and Jagriti theatres in Bengaluru. Head of research at the Art X Company and Chapter
Host at the Arts and Culture Resources India (ACRI), she is devoted to cultural
professionals. Dipti Rao's work focuses on finding unconventional experiences in the
creative industry.

Jesse James | Cultural programmer and independent
curator. He lives and works between Lisbon and Ponta
Delgada, combining curatorial projects with the strategic
management of projects, artists and cultural structures. He
is co-founder and president of Anda & Fala - Associação
Cultural, a contemporary and multidisciplinary structure for
thinking about the arts of São Miguel, Azores. Since 2011, he
assumes the artistic direction of the Walk & Talk - Arts
Festival, which is developed around the knowledge obtained
in the broader field of the arts, crossing visual arts,
performing arts, architecture and design.
Joana Gomes Cardoso | President of the Board of Directors of
EGEAC since 2015, responsible for the management and
execution of the activity of the Municipal Company for
Equipment Management and Cultural Animation of the Lisbon
City Council. Between 2010-2012 she was General Director in
the Planning, Strategy, Evaluation and International Relations
Office of the Ministry of Culture (GPEARI) and vice-president
of the Portuguese Section of Amnesty International (20122015). She was a journalist and has a degree in International
Relations, a Master in Cultures and Development and a PhD
student in Anthropology.
João Carneiro | Theatre critic in Expresso since 1992. Degree
in Law from the University of Lisbon and in Modern Languages
and Literature from the Universidade Nova de Lisboa. He did
advanced studies of Romanesque Literature, Comparative
Literature and Literary Theory. He was a teacher at the official
secondary school, and taught Theatre subjects at Fórum
Dança and Culturgest. At ETIC, was responsible for the Writing
module for Puppet Theatre at the Post-Graduation in Puppets
and Animated Forms At Escola Superior de Educação and since
2012 he is a Dramaturgy professor at the Olga Roriz / FOR
Training Course Dance Theatre, from the Olga Roriz Company.
He was an advisor to the Secretary of State for Culture for the Theatre area (1996-1997),
and a researcher, on the part of Portugal, with the Próspero Project, to support
European theatrical creation (Belgium, Finland, France, Italy, Portugal). He was
president of the Portuguese Association of Theater Critics.

Maria de Assis | Graduated in History and postgraduate in
Arts Management. Maria de Assis had a diversified path, from
journalism and essayist work in the artistic and cultural fields
to the programming consultancy in independent projects and
institutions such as the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and
the Viriato Theatre. Between 2003 and 2005, she was VicePresident of the Arts Institute, and since 2006 has dedicated
herself to curating projects combining arts and education.
From 2008 to 2015, participated in some working groups of
the European Commission and for four years directed the
Gulbenkian Programme of Education for Culture and Science Descobrir. Under a protocol between the Gulbenkian
Foundation and the EGEAC, Maria de Assis is currently
responsible for DESCOLA, a creative program for pupils and teachers involving Lisbon's
cultural equipment. Maria de Assis is also the President of the Scientific Committee of
the National Arts Plan.
Nuno Leão | Graduated in Theatre from the Lisbon Theatre
and Film School in 2010 and Education from the Castelo Branco
School of Education in 2005, Nuno Leão is an exponent and
creator who collaborated with Cães à Solta theatre company,
Artistas Unidos, São Carlos National Theatre, Teatro Praga, and
many others. Developed research in the Institute for the Study
of Literature and Tradition at NOVA FCSH. Co-founder of
Terceira Pessoa, Nuno Leão takes over the functions of artistic direction, creation, and
performance, with numerous creations and projects in the areas of performing arts and
disciplinary intersection. More recently, was responsible for the artistic direction and
production of the project Há Festa no Campo/Aldeias Artísticas and an invited adjunct
professor of Acting at the Lisbon Theatre and Film School (2019/2020).
Patrice Douchet | Stage director, artistic director and founder
of the Théâtre de la Tête Noire. His career as a director is
punctuated by creations exploring contemporary writings
addressed to new generations, with particular attention to
young audiences and teenage audiences, and traces a path of
performances "without age limit". Patrice Douchet has also
stage works that fall within the literature / theatre / cinema
triangle. He explored Scandinavian scriptures, and worked on
"literary" and image theatre on the fringes of cinema and the
novel. In 1998, created at the Scène Nationale d'Orléans, a cycle
of creations dedicated to Marguerite Duras, called Hiroshima mon amour. Since then,
he has often multiplied artistic objects around the work of Duras and around what is
called the le Cycle indien: workshops, professional internships and conferences in France
and abroad, working on this route between literature, theatre and cinema. Patrice
Douchet, is a director of a permanent theater which, in 2020, became an approved Stage
of National Interest Art and Creation for contemporary writings.

Pedro Granato | Director, playwright and theatre teacher
graduated in Cinema and Video from ECA-USP. Selected for
Directors LAB with directors around the world at Lincoln Center
in New York in 2014. He directed and wrote several awardwinning plays, is an actor-creator of the international shows País
Clandestino presented in several countries and Babylon Beyond
Borders production with the Bush Theatre in London, the Market
Theatre in Johannesburg and the Harlem Stage in New York. He
was president of MOTIN - Movement of Independent Theatres in São Paulo. Today he
directs and administers the Pequeno Ato theatre in downtown São Paulo, teaches at the
Escola Superior de Artes Celia Helena. He was Coordinator of Cultural Centers and
Theatres at the Municipal Secretary of Culture of São Paulo where he founded the
Cultural Center for Diversity, reopened two historic theatres and doubled the average
audience across the city. Today he is na Formation Coordinator.
Paulo Tormenta Pinto | Professor at ISCTE and
Integrated Researcher at Dinamia / CET. He was
director of the PhD program “Architecture of
Contemporary Metropolitan Territories” at
ISCTE between 2011 and 2017, being today
Head of the Department of Architecture and
Urbanism at ISCTE. He is chief investigator of
the project The Major Projects - Architectural
and Urban Operations After the Lisbon World
Exhibition of 1998, supported by FCT. He
coordinated at ISCTE the research project O Site
do Discurso, dedicated to Portuguese media
specialized in architecture, in the 20th century.
He is a partner at D.A - Domitianus-Arquitectura, Lda, where he carried out several
projects, some of them distinguished and awarded, INH 2002 Prize, IHRU Prize 2012,
and Teotónio Pereira Prize 2016 (honorable mention).

Session organization [GMT time]
March 3

14h - Pedro Alves (Organization of the TALKS) - Reception of participants and declaration
of intent
2.10 pm - 3 pm - Communications by Joana Gomes Cardoso (President of EGEAC), Dipti
Rao (Director of Art X Company and Arts Culture Resources in India), Jesse James
(Programmer of Walk & Talk Festival), Nuno Cardoso (Director of National Theatre São
João) TO BE CONFIRMED, Patrice Douchet (Director and Artistic Director of Théâtre de
la Tête Noire) and Pedro Granato (Director, Playwright, Theatre Teacher and Artistic
Director of Pequeno Ato from São Paulo), moderated by Fernando Matos de Oliveira
(Associate Professor at the Faculty of Arts of the University of Coimbra - FLUC - and
Artistic Director of the Academic Theatre Gil Vicente - TAGV)
3 pm - 4.30 pm - Debate between all speakers and Q&A with contributions from the
public.
4.30 pm - 5.30 pm - Communications by Nuno Leão (Theatre artist and co-director of
the theater company Terceira Pessoa), Paulo Tormenta Pinto (Professor and Integrated
Researcher at Dinamia / CET), Alberto García (Choreographer and Programmer at Teatro
Pradillo - Madrid), João Carneiro (Theatre Critic), Maria de Assis (President of the
Scientific Committee of the National Plan for the Arts), moderated by Fernando Matos
de Oliveira (FLUC and TAGV)
5.30 pm - 7 pm - Debate between all speakers and Q&A with contributions from the
public.
The rapporteur of the document will be the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies of the
20th Century (Ceis20) of the University of Coimbra.

3rd session – March 4 - Investment(s) in Culture and Working
Conditions
Investment(s) in the cultural and artistic activity, the linkage between
precarity and the cultural, artistic, and creative work, analyzing the
distinctive models of financing and the different types of working
relationships that are established in the sector.
Today’s session is organized in partnership with CIES-IUL - Centre for Research
and Studies in Sociology, that will be rapporteur of the document
Moderation:
Vera Borges | Integrated Researcher at CIES-ISCTE. She
collaborates as an invited lecturer in the Master of
Theatre Studies, FLUL. She also develops research in
public policies for the culture, organizations and artistic
work. She is the author of books such as Todos ao Palco!
(Celta, 2001) and O Mundo do Teatro em Portugal (ICS,
2008); co-author of Criatividade e Instituições (ICS, 2012)
and articles such as Mapping culture in Portugal
(International Journal of Cultural Policy, 2016), Políticas públicas para a cultura e a
gestão dos equipamentos teatrais: o Teatro Nacional D. Maria II em Lisboa (Sociologia,
Problemas e Práticas, 2020), Emerging patterns of artistic organizations in Portugal
(Sociologie del Lavoro, 2020) and The transformative role of Angels' cultural
organisations under austerity (Cultural Trends, 2021).
Speakers:
Anthony Y.H. Fung | Director of Hong Kong Institute of Asia-Pacific
Studies and Director of Global Studies Program at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. He is also Professor in the School of
Journalism and Communication at the Chinese University of Hong
Kong and Professor in the School of Art and Communication at
Beijing Normal University at Beijing. His research interests and
teaching focus on popular culture and cultural studies, popular
music, gender and youth identity, cultural industries and policy,
and digital media studies. He published widely in international
journals, and authored and edited more than 20 Chinese and English books. His recent
books are Youth Cultures in China (2016 under Polity Press) (coauthored with de Kloet),
Global Game Industries and Cultural Policy (2016 under Palgrave Macmillan), Hong Kong
Game Industry, Cultural Policy and East Asian Rivalry (2018 under Rowman & Littlefield),
and Made in Hong Kong: Studies in Popular Music (Routledge, 2020).

Ana Ventura Miranda | Actress and producer, started
working when she moved to New York, in 2006. Ana
Miranda worked as a journalist for the Portuguese
television and UN Radio; worked in the Permanent Mission
of Portugal to the United Nations and the emblematic
Sonnabend Gallery. In 2011, founded the Arte Institute, an
independent,
non-profit
institute
for
the
internationalization of contemporary Portuguese art and
culture. Ana Miranda is responsible for the organization of several cultural events
around the world, including the NY Portuguese Short Film Festival, Saramago's Week in
NY, Pessoa in New York, Arte Institute Dance at Alvin Ailey, the screening of “A Gaiola
Dourada” at MoMa, Portugal in SoHo, Arte Institute's Program at the Iberian Suite
Festival by the Kennedy Center and SummerStage concerts in Central Park. In 2015,
received the D. Antónia Ferreira Award and in 2017 the PALCUS Award in the category
of Leadership for the Arts. In 2019, created the RHI_Think Initiative that intends to reinvent the dialogue between arts and business and culture and tourism, currently in its
third edition.

Daniel Cardoso | Graduated from the Conservatory School
of Dance and received a scholarship from the Martha
Graham School of Contemporary Dance and the Joffrey Ballet
School in New York City. Throughout his career as a dancer
he has collaborated with numerous companies, notably
Martha Graham Dance Company (United States), Peter
Schaufuss Ballet (Denmark) and Donald Byrd / The Group
(United States). In 2001 he was invited to perform the ballet
Maple Leaf Rag, by Martha Graham, at the Municipal Theater
of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. Throughout his career as a dancer he worked for
choreographers such as Martha Graham, Peter Schaufuss, Robert Wilson, Maurice
Béjart, Itzik Galili, Giuseppe Frigeni, Donald Byrd, Susan Stroman, among many others.
Back in Portugal in the summer of 2005, he founded the Quorum Ballet of which he is a
resident choreographer and Artistic Director. Currently Daniel Cardoso is currently a
member of the General Council of the Dance School of the National Conservatory in
Lisbon and a jury in several international dance competitions.

Hugo Ferreira | Law degree from the University of Coimbra,
where he was part of the Radio team. In the early 2000s, he
joined the nucleus of FADE IN - Associação de Acção Cultural
within the scope of FADEINFESTIVAL and in the first editions
of the Festival Entremuralhas, collaborated with the
ephemeral, but symbolic Preguiça Magazine and, in 2012,
created Omnichord Records. The idea was simple, a publisher
with agency and career management for projects that were
appearing in the region of Leiria. Accompanies projects that
include names such as Nice Weather For Ducks, First Breath
After Coma, Les Crazy Coconuts, André Barros, Compass, Few Fingers, Surma, Whales,
Jerónimo and Obaa Sima. Along the way, the city's history also joined, such as Born A
Lion, Allstrar Project and Twin Transisitors. Omnichord's first nine years feature more
than 40 physical editions and concerts across 18 countries on three continents.
Continuing to manage the company linked to the molds sector, in addition to
Omnichord, in 2017 he founded Why Portugal, which still chairs and between 2014 and
2015 chaired AMAEI (Association of independent musicians, artists and publishers).
Inês Maia | Theatre Course - Production / Scene Direction
at ESMAE in 1998. Between 1998 and 2007 she was Scene
Director at Rivoli Teatro Municipal. She participated, as
Chief and Production Director, in several short films
produced by Hélastre and Suma Filmes and as Head of
Production in the feature films by Paulo Rocha, Vanitas
and Olhos Vermelhos. She was a guest teacher at
ESMAE's Theatre / Production and Design Course Direction of Scene and Production. Scene Direction Teacher at ACE, from 2014 to the
present (2021). As a member of the Organizing Committee of Festival SET - Week of
Theatre Schools (2008 to 2017) she was responsible for Executive Production, guiding
the approximately 40 students and volunteers who participate in this festival. From 2014
to 2016 she assumes the production direction of FITEI. Between 2010 and 2019 she was
production director at FIMP. In 2009 founded the company Pé de Cabra Lda, where she
focuses her work. In addition to being a producer, she is an activist in the area of culture,
currently participating in the Manifesto in Defense of Culture and, through company Pé
de Cabra, in Acesso Cultura and Performart.
Ingrid Soares | Adjunct Secretary of Culture of the
municipality of São Paulo, coordinator of the Center for
Peripheral Cultures, which aims to promote the
decentralization of cultural policies. Degree in Social
Sciences - Unifesp, manager and cultural producer. She
coordinated the Ruth Cardoso Youth Cultural Center. She
produced several events focusing on peripheral culture,
youth culture and black culture.

Levi Martins | Producer, director, and artistic director. A
degree in Cinema (ESTC), an MA in Theatre Studies (FLUL),
and a postgraduate degree in Creative Industries and
Cultures (FLUL, FBAUL, ESCS). His professional path is
characterized by diversity, having worked in cinema, theatre,
and music. He is the co-director of the Mascarenhas-Martins
Company, based in Montijo.
Paulo Pereira da Silva | Always tried to know and
understand the world from different perspectives. Having, at
a young age, embarked on an inter-rail trip, he soon faced
challenges that have taught him how to deal with different
cultures and habits. That was the stepping stone for
graduate studies at the École Polytechnic Fédérale de
Lausanne where he studied Physics. Fresh out of his
graduation, Paulo thought his career would be around
academia, something he always pursued. The turning point
was when he started working as an engineer at Renova's
production facility, working his way up to production
director and then integrating Renova's board. In 1995, he
was nominated CEO and has turned the Portuguese company into a multinational
enterprise. As a consequence of his early travels, Paulo likes to surround himself with a
globe so he can think like if he was anywhere in the world while having the notion of
how small he is. Paulo likes to explore the nexus between Physics and Metaphysics, and
believes in Jesus as the person-god who has the answer for the big questions. On top of
being a business leader, Paulo is a public speaker, counselor, mentor, published author
and a Physicist.
Sara Machado | Cultural manager, with particular interest in
International Relations and Cultural Diplomacy. She has a
degree in Information Sciences from the University of Porto
and completed her Master's in Cultural Management from the
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. Since then, she has been
building a solid trajectory in different organizations and
countries: Escena Contemporanea Festival and Ministry of
Culture, in Spain; European Cultural Foundation, in the
Netherlands, Pearle * Live Performance Europe, in Belgium, Performing Arts Portugal
and EIRA / Festival CUMPLICIDADES, in Lisbon. She received a scholarship from ISPA International Society for the Performing Arts, Tandem Shaml, ASEF - Asia Europe
Foundation Mobility First and Producers Academy. Currently, he is responsible for the
CULTURE strand at the Creative Europe Information Center, representing in Portugal the
EU's exclusive support program to support the cultural and creative sectors.

Samuel Churin | French actor. He is also known for his
action within the Coordination des Intermittents et
Précaires. After working as a computer scientist, he
abandoned computers for the theater in 1991. In 1993,
he began working under the direction of Pierre Guillois,
then he met Olivier Py with whom he played numerous
shows. He has also worked with Dominique Lurcel,
Robert Sandoz, Olivier Balazuc, Guillaume Rannou, John Arnold, among others. He
recorded numerous radio dramas for France Culture, notably with Claude Guerre,
Christine Bernard Sugy or Jean-Mathieu Zand. In the cinema, Olivier Py gives him the
main role of his film Les Yeux fermés. He plays among others for Luc Besson in Lucy, for
Danny Boon in Raid Dingue, for Robin Campillo in 120 beats per minute, for Philippe Le
Guay in Normandie nue and for Philippe Faucon in Amin.
Vânia Rodrigues | Cultural Manager and ResearcherCollaborator at the Centre of 20th Century Interdisciplinary
Studies of the University of Coimbra. Vânia Rodrigues
collaborates with several national and international projects
and organizations as a consultant in the fields of cultural
management, financing and strategy, and cultural policies.
Between 2013 and 2018, was responsible for the
management, co-programming, and international spread of
mala voadora theatre company. Vânia has a master’s in
Cultural Policy and Management from the City, University of London. Currently finishing
her Ph.D. thesis in Art Studies at the University of Coimbra focused on the theme
MODUS OPERANDI - For a redefinition of production and management practices in the
performing arts. Recently, published THE PRODUCERS - Cultural Management and
Production in Portugal.

Session organization [GMT time]
March 4

14h - Pedro Alves (Organization of the TALKS) - Reception of participants and declaration
of intent
2.10 pm - 3 pm - Communications by Sara Machado (Responsible for the Creative Europe
Culture Subprogram), Anthony Fung (Professor at the Chinese University of Hong Kong),
Paulo Pereira da Silva (President of Renova) TO BE CONFIRMED, Vânia Rodrigues
(Cultural Manager and Researcher), Ingrid Soares (Assistant Secretary of the Municipal
Secretary of Culture of São Paulo), Hugo Ferreira (Founder of Omnichord Records),
moderated by Vera Borges (Professor and Integrated Researcher at CIES-Iscte)
4.30 pm - 5.30 pm - Debate between all speakers and Q&A with contributions from the
public.
4.30 pm - 5.30 pm - Communications by Inês Maia (Producer), Levi Martins (Producer
and Artistic Co-Director of the theatre company Mascarenhas-Martins), Daniel Cardoso
(Choreographer and Artistic Director of the dance company Quorum Ballet), Ana
Ventura Miranda (Producer, Cultural Programmer and Director of the Arte Institute) and
Samuel Churin (Actor, Director and Member of the Intermittent and Precarious
Commission - France), moderated by Vera Borges (CIES-Iscte)
5.30 pm - 7 pm - Debate between all speakers and Q&A with contributions from the
public.
The rapporteur of the document will be Vera Borges (CIES-Iscte).

Registration and contacts

If you are interested in participating actively in some of the days/themes of the Online
Talks, raising questions or suggesting challenges for reflection, you should register
through the following links:
1. Filling
out
the
pre-registration
form
>
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdhmNMU0qLMeTss4wf3u6g1hze
wwNmVkeuwhNsTCsQmpIJPIg/viewform?fbclid=IwAR1lCBl9odX0uNhukWtWJX
jrNWFMb4QF1mQolEEb17Ah4-AD85YKoKE9IvM&gxids=7628
2. Zoom’s Webinar registration for each of the sessions you intend to attend >
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_lkZLn2w2QTeC8cDpV0LuoA?f
bclid=IwAR2tGOB4l6ccv-j0bwNnejvgyBigDfZMTSO6REqtVcJo1F9D00qpxCEiY3E
The Online Talks will be live-streamed on teatromosca’s Facebook. You can always
attend, participating with specific questions or other contributions, via Facebook, in the
live stream comment section.
ORGANIZATION
Pedro Alves (Artistic director of teatromosca)
+351 96 340 32 55
geral@teatromosca.com

Partners

teatromosca is a structure supported by República Portuguesa – Ministério da
Cultura/Direção-Geral das Artes, Câmara Municipal de Sintra and Fundação
Cultursintra

